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Abstract:
The face is a key part of the human body that uniquely identifies a person. Using facial characteristics as
biometrics, a facial recognition system can be implemented. The most challenging task in any organization is
attendance marking. In the traditional attendance system, students are called by teachers and their presence or
absence is marked accordingly. However, these traditional techniques are time-consuming and tedious. In this
research paper, an open CV based face recognition approach was proposed. The training database is created by
training the system with the faces of the authorized person. The cropped images are then saved as a database with
the appropriate labels. Automatic emotion recognition has great value in many applications, but more portable, nonintrusive and low-cost technologies need to be developed to fully realize the application value of recognition.
Human gaits could reflect the emotional state of the walker and could be a source of information for emotion
recognition. This work proposed a new method of emotional state recognition through human walking using
Microsoft Kinect, a low-cost, portable camera-based sensor. The walking of 59 participants in neutral condition,
induced anger and induced happiness were recorded by two Kinect cameras, and the original data were processed by
joint selection, coordinate system transformation, Gaussian sliding window filtering, differential operation and data
segmentation. Features of gait patterns were extracted from the 3-dimensional coordinates of the 14 joints of the
main body using Fourier transform and principal component analysis (PCA). NaiveBayes, RandomForests,
LibSVM, and Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) classifiers were trained and evaluated, and the recognition
accuracy of anger and happiness from the neutral state reached 80.5% and 75.4%, respectively. Although the results
of distinguishing between anger and happiness states were not ideal in the current study, it demonstrated the
feasibility of automatic recognition of emotional states from walking, while the features meet the application
requirements.
Keywords — Face Recognition, Face Detection, OpenCV, Camera, Attendance, Biometrics, Emotion
Recognition, Affective computing, Walking, Machine Learning, Kinect.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Build a facial recognition system using Python.
Face recognition is one step further than face
detection. In face detection, we only detect the
position of the human face in the image, but in
face recognition, we create a system that can
identify people. “Face recognition is a broad
challenge to verify or identify people in images or
videos. The big tech giants are still working on
creating a faster and more accurate face
recognition model.” Emotion is a mental
experience with high intensity and high hedonic
content (pleasure/displeasure) (Cabanac, 2002)
that profoundly affects our daily behavior by
regulating an individual's motivation (Lang,
Bradley & Cuthbert, 1998), social interaction
(Lopes et al., 2005) and cognitive processes
(Forgas, 1995). Recognizing the emotions of
others and responding adaptively to them is the
foundation of effective social interaction (Salovey
& Mayer, 1990), and because users tend to view
computers as social agents (Pantic & Rothkrantz,
2003), they expect their affective state to be
perceived and taken into account. Consideration
when interacting with computers. Given the
importance of emotional intelligence for
successful human interaction, the ability of a
computer to automatically recognize and respond
appropriately to a user's emotional feedback has
been recognized as a key aspect of natural,
effective, persuasive, and trustworthy humancomputer interaction (Cowie et al. ., 2001; Pantic
& Rothkrantz , 2003; Hudlička, 2003). The
possible applications of such an emotion-sensitive
system are numerous, including automatic
customer service (Fragopanagos & Taylor, 2005),
interactive games (Barakova & Lourens, 2010)
and smart homes (Silva, Morikawa & Petra, 2012),
etc. automatic emotion recognition is very
challenging task, the development of this
technology would be of great value.
As a common use of multiple ways of
recognizing emotional states in human interaction,
various cues such as facial expressions (e.g.,
Kenji, 1991), gestures (e.g., Glowinski et al.,
2008), physiological signals are used in affective
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computing. (E.g. Picard, Vyzas & Healey, 2001),
linguistic information (e.g. Alm, Roth & Sproat,
2005) and acoustic features (e.g. Dellaert, Polzin
& Waibel, 1996). In addition, walking is another
modality with great potential. As the most
common daily behavior that can be easily
observed, psychologists have found that body
movement and walking style reflect a walker's
emotional states. Human observers were able to
identify different emotions from walking, such as
the amount of arm swing, stride length, and
heaviness (Montepare, Goldstein & Clausen,
1987). Even when gait information was
minimized by using point light displays, which
meant representing body movement with only a
small number of illuminated points, observers
could still judge the category and intensity of
emotion (Atkinson et al., 2004). The attribution of
gait features and other body language to the
recognition of specific affective states has been
reviewed in (Kleinsmith & Bianchi-Berthouze,
2013).
In recent years, gait information has already
been used in affective computing. Janssen et al.
(2008) reported emotion recognition using
artificial neural networks in human walking using
kinetic data collected by a force platform and
kinematic data captured by a motion capture
system. Using a tag-based motion tracking system,
researchers have developed computational
methods to recognize emotions from walking in
both an inter-individual (comparable to
recognizing the affective state of an unknown
pedestrian) and a person-dependent state
(comparable to recognizing the affective state of a
pedestrian). Familiar pedestrian) (Karg et al.,
2009a; Karg et al., 2009b; Karg, Kuhnlenz &
Buss, 2010). These walking information recording
technologies already made it possible to
automatically recognize the emotional state of the
pedestrian, but due to the high costs of a trained
person, technical equipment and maintenance
(Loreen, Markus & Bernhard (2013)), the
applications of these non-portable systems were
severely limited.
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Microsoft Kinect is a low-cost, portable,
camera-based sensor system with an official
software development kit (SDK) (Gaukrodger et
al., 2013; Stone et al., 2015; Clark et al., 2013).
As a tag-free motion sensing system, Kinect could
continuously monitor three-dimensional body
movement patterns and is a practical option for
developing a low-cost, widely available motion
recognition system for people's daily walks.
Kinect's validity has been demonstrated in gesture
and motion recognition studies. Kondori et al.
(2011) identified head position using Kinect,
Fern’ndez-Baena, Susin & Lligadas (2012) found
it worked well for tracking simple stepping
movements, and Auvinet et al. (2015)
successfully detected walking cycles on a
treadmill using Kinect. In a report by Weber et al.
(2012) the accuracy and sensitivity of Kinectderived kinematic measures such as reach
distance, joint angles, and spatiotemporal
parameters of gait were estimated and found to be
comparable to gold standard marker-based motion
sensing systems such as Vicon. On the other hand,
the use of Kinect in the medical field has also
been reported recently. Lange et al. (2011) used
Kinect as a game-based rehabilitation tool for
balance training. Yeung et al. (2014) found that
the Kinect was valid in assessing body sway in
clinical settings. Kinect also performed well in
measuring some clinically relevant movements of
people with Parkinson's disease (Galna et al.,
2014).
Since the emotional states of pedestrians could
be reflected in their walking (Montepare,
Goldstein & Clausen, 1987; Atkinson et al., 2004),
Kinect was found to be an inexpensive, portable,
but valid tool for recording human body
movements (Auvinet et al. ., 2015; Weber et al.,
2012), using Kinect to recognize emotions from
gait could be a feasible practice. Given the great
value of automatic emotion recognition (Cowie et
al., 2001; Silva, Morikawa & Petra, 2012), this
practice is worth trying. By automating the
recording and analysis of body expressions,
especially by applying machine learning methods,
researchers have been able to use more and more
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low-level properties of configurations directly
described by 3D coordinate values in emotion
recognition (De Silva & Bianchi-Berthouze, 2004;
Kleinsmith & Bianchi-Berthouze, 2007). The lowlevel data-based features extracted from the
original 3D coordinates could not provide an
intuitive high-level description of the gait pattern
under certain affective states, but can be used to
train computational models to effectively
recognize emotions. We hypothesize that the
emotional states of pedestrians (such as happiness
and anger) could be reflected in their walking
information recorded by Kinect in the form of the
coordinates of the body's main joints, and the
states could be recognized using machine learning
methods. We conducted an experiment to test this
hypothesis and try to develop a computational
method to recognize emotions from Kinect
walking recordings.
II. FACE RECOGNITION
During the 1990s, holistic approaches were
used for face recognition. Handcrafted local
descriptors have become popular. Local
approaches to feature learning were followed in
the early 1920s and then in the late 21st century.
The following algorithms are currently widely
used and implemented in OpenCV: Eigenfaces
(1991), Local Binary Patterns Histograms (LBPH)
(1996), Fisherfaces (1997), Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) (1999), Speed Up
Robust Features (SURF) (2006). Each method
uses a different approach to extract image
information and compare it to the input image.
Fischer-faces and Eigenfaces have almost similar
approaches, as well as SURF and SIFT. LBPH is
a simple but very effective method, but it is slow
compared to modern face recognizers. These
algorithms are not faster compared to modern
facial
recognition algorithms.
Traditional
algorithms cannot be trained just by taking a
single image of a person. Some of the widely used
Deep Learning based face recognition systems are
as follows: DeepFace, DeepID series of systems,
VGGFace, FaceNet. Face recognition generally
takes pictures of the face and finds important
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points such as the corner of the mouth, eyebrows,
eyes, nose, lips, etc. The coordinates of these
points are called facial feature points, there are 66
such points. In this way, different technique of
finding feature points gives different results.
A. Steps to build the face recognition system

We need to install 2 libraries to implement face
recognition. Dlib is a modern C++ toolkit
containing a machine learning algorithm and tools
for building complex software in C++ to solve
real-world problems. The face_recognition library,
created and maintained by Adam Geitgey,
includes the dlib face recognition feature.
OpenCV for some image processing. Now that
you've downloaded all the important libraries, let's
import them and build the system. After importing
the libraries, the image needs to be loaded.
Face_recognition library loads images in BGR
form, so to print the image you should convert it
to RGB using OpenCV.
B. Find face locations and draw bounding boxes

You need to draw a bounding box around the
faces to show whether a human face has been
detected or not.
C. Train an image for face recognition

This library is built to automatically find the
face and only work with faces, so you don't have
to crop the face from the images. In this phase, we
will convert the image of the train into some
encodings and save the encoding with the given
name of the person for this image. For testing we
load an image and convert it to encoding and now
in training we match the encoding with the stored
encoding, this matching is based on finding the
maximum similarity. When you find the encoding
matching the test image, you get the name
associated with the train encoding.
Note: face_recognition.compare_faces returns
true, false if the person is the same in both images.
D. Building a face recognition system

Import the necessary libraries. Define the path
to the folder where the training image dataset will
be stored.
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Note: for training, we only need to place the
training images in the path directory, and the
image name must be in the format of
person_name.jpg/jpeg.
For example: As you can see in my
student_images path, I have 6 people. So our
model can only recognize these 6 people. You can
add more images to this directory to recognize
more people.

Now create a list to store the person_name and
image array.
• Go through all the image files present in the
path directory, read the images and append the
images array to the images list and the file
name to classNames.
• Create a function to encode all train images
and store them in the encoded_face_train
variable.
• Creation of a function that creates an
Attendance.csv file to store attendance with
time.
Note: here you need to create the
Attendance.csv file manually and specify the path
in the function with open (“filename.csv”, 'r+') it
will create the file and 'r+' mode is used to open
the file for reading and writing. First we check if
the participant's name is already available in the
attendance.csv, we will not write the attendance
again. If the participant name is not available in
visitance.csv, we write the participant name with
the time of the function call.
Read webcam for real-time recognition
• Resize the image by 1/4 for the recognition
part only. The output frame will be the
original size.
• Resizing improves frames per second.
• face_recognition.face_locations () is called on
a resized image (imgS).
•
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•

•
•
•
•

face_recognition.distance()
returns
the
distance array of the test image with all
images present in our train directory.
The index of the minimum distance of the
surfaces will be the corresponding surface.
After finding a matching name, we call the
markAttendance function.
Draw a bounding box using cv2.rectangle().
We insert the matchingg name into the output
frame using cv2.putText()

anger walk ended, they were asked to indicate
their current emotional state of anger and their
state when the video ended on a ten-point
ten
scale.
Figure 3 shows the whole process of this first
round of the experiment.

III.
METHODS FOR EMOTION
RECOGNITION TASKS
A. Experiment design

Fifty-nine
nine graduate students of the University of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, including 32
females and 27 males with a mean age of 24.4
years (SD = 1.6), participated in this study. Good
health was required based on selfself-report, and
individuals were excluded if they reported any
injury or disability affecting walking. The
experiment was conducted in a bright, quiet room
with a 6 m*1 m walkway marked with adhesive
tape on the floor in the middle of the room (Fig.
1). Two Kinect cameras were placed oppositely at
the two ends of the sidewalk to record walking
information (Fig. 2). After informed consent,
participants performed the first round of the
experiment
eriment to produce movements in the neutral
and angry conditions. Starting at one end of the
trail, participants first walked back and forth
along the trail for 2 min (neutral condition) while
Kinect cameras recorded their body movements.
Participants were then asked to indicate their
current emotional state of anger on a scale from 1
(no anger) to 10 (very angry). Then, participants
watched an approximately 3-minute
minute video clip of
an irritating social event, which was selected from
a database of Chinese emotional
tional film clips and
used to elicit audience anger (Yan et al., 2014), on
a computer in the same room. To ensure that the
emotion evoked by the video would last while
walking, participants began walking back and
forth on the footpath immediately after wat
watching
the video (angry condition). When this 11-minute
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Fig. 1. The experiment scene.

The second round of the experiment was
conducted according to the same procedures, with
the video being a funny movie clip (Yan et al.,
2014) and the scale measuring the emotional state
of happiness. There was an interval of at least 3
hours between the two rounds of experiments
(participants left and then returned) to avoid
possible interference between the two induced
emotional states. Each participant completed two
rounds of the experiment and left a 1-min
1
recording of anger-primed
primed walking (angry
condition), a 1-min
min recording of happiness-primed
happiness
walking (happy condition), and two 2-min
2
preemotion walking recordings. Baseline of each
wheel (neutral state). Each time before starting to
walk on the trail, the participants
articipants were instructed
to walk naturally as in everyday life. The entire
protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy
of Sciences (Approval number: H15010).
B. Gaits data collection

With Kinect cameras placed
ced at the two ends of
the path, the participants' walking information
was recorded as video with a frame rate of 30 Hz.
Each image contains 3-dimensional
dimensional information
about 25 body joints, including the head,
shoulders, elbows, wrists, hands, spine (shoulder,
(should
middle, and base), hips, knees, ankles, and feet, as
shown in Fig. 4. With the help of the official
Microsoft SDK Beta2 for Kinect and customized
software (Microsoft Visual Studio 2012) were
exported and further processed the 3-dimensional
3
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coordinates of 25 joints with the camera position
as the starting point. Gait data recorded by the two
Kinect cameras were processed independently.

Fig. 2. The schematic of the experiment environment.
Fig. 4. Stick figure and location of body joint centers recorded by Kinect.

Fig. 3. The procedures of the first round experiment.

C. Data Processing
1) Preprocessing-Joint
selection:As
As
shown
by
psychological studies on the perception of biological
motions (e.g., Giese & Poggio, 2003), a few points
representing the trunk and limbs were sufficient to provide
information for accurate recognition. Referring to Troje's
virtual marker model (Troje, 2002), which has been used in
many psychological studies, and on the principle of
simplification, we selected 14 joints to analyse walking
patterns, including the spine, neck, shoulders, wrists, elbows,
hips.
s. , knees and ankles. The base joint of the spine was also
used to represent the position of the subject on the footpath
relative to the Kinect and to transform the coordinate system.
After selecting a joint, one frame contains the position of 3
dimensionss out of 14 joints, which can provide a vector of
42 dimensions. Each participant left 4 uninterrupted gait
recordings (before anger exposure, after anger training,
before happiness exposure, and after happiness training),
assuming each recording consisted of T frames, then the
data of one recording can be described by the matrix T ∗42 .
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2) Coordinate system transformation:Different
transformation
objects
may have different positions relative to the
t Kinect camera
when they walked along the path, and using 3D coordinates
directly with the camera position as the starting point may
cause many errors in the gait pattern analysis. To solve this
problem, we changed the coordinate system to instead use
thee spine joint position in each frame as the starting point.
3) Sliding window gauss filtering:The
filtering:
original walking
recordings contained noises and burrs and needed to be
smoothed out. We apply sliding window Gaussian filtering
to each column of the matrix of each record. The window
length is 5 and the convolution kernel c = [1, 4, 6, 4, 1]/16,
which is a frequently used lower Gaussian filter (Gwosdek
et al., 2012).
4) Differential operation:Because
Because the change in joint
position between each frame reflects the dynamic
dyna
part of
walking more than the joint position itself, we applied a
differential operation to the matrix of each recording to
obtain the 3-dimensional
dimensional position changes of the 14 joints
between each frame.
5) Data segmentation:Because
Because the joint coordinates
obtained by the Kinect were not accurate when the
participant rotated. We ditched the pivot frames and split
one board into multiple straight-walk
straight
sections. Anterior
segments recorded movements when participants faced the
camera, and posterior segments recorded
rec
movements when
participants returned to the camera. To ensure that each
segment covered at least one step, we kept only segments
containing at least 40 frames.
D. Feature extraction

It looks quite different for the front and back of
the same walk, so we extracted features from the
front and back segments separately. Because
human walking is periodic and each segment in
our study covered at least one step, we performed
a Fourier transform and extracted 42 main
frequencies and 42 corresponding phases on each
ea
segment. The averages of the anterior segments
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and the averages of the posterior segments of one
recording were then calculated separately,
obtaining 84 features from the anterior segments
and 84 features from the posterior elements. This
means that we extracted a total of 168 functions
from one board.
Since the value of different features varied
greatly, in case some important features with
small values might be ignored during model
training, all features were first processed by Zscore normalization. To improve computational
efficiency and reduce redundant information,
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was then
used for feature selection, as it was found that
PCA can perform much better than other
techniques on training sets with small size
(Martinez & Kak, 2001). . The selected features
were used in model training.
E. Model training

In this process, three computational models
were created to distinguish anger from neutral
(before anger activation), happiness from neutral
(before happiness activation), and anger from
happiness. Because different classifiers may result
in different classification accuracies for the same
data, we trained and evaluated several commonly
effective classifiers, including NaiveBayes,
Random Forests, LibSVM, and SMO, to select a
better model. These four classification methods
were used with 10-fold cross-validation. A more
detailed description of the training process can be
seen in the report by Li et al. (2014). In this
process, three computational models were created
to distinguish anger from neutral (before anger
activation), happiness from neutral (before
happiness activation), and anger from happiness.
Because different classifiers may result in
different classification accuracies for the same
data, we trained and evaluated several commonly
effective classifiers, including NaiveBayes,
Random Forests, LibSVM, and SMO, to select a
better model. These four classification methods
were used with 10-fold cross-validation. A more
detailed description of the training process can be
seen in the report by Li et al. (2014).

TABLE I
SELF-REPORT EMOTIONAL STATES BEFORE AND AFTER EMOTION PRIMING.

Before
priming(BP)

After
priming I
(API:before
walking)
6.46(1.99)

After
priming II
(API:after
walking)
5.08(1.98)

1.44(0.93)
Round 1:
anger
priming
3.88(2.49)
6.61(2.22)
5.63(2.24)
Round 2:
happiness
priming
Notes. The average of participants’ self-ratings was shown in the
table with the standard deviation in the parenthesis.
TABLE II
THE ACCURACY OF RECOGNIZING ANGRY AND NEUTRAL

KINECT1

NaiveBayes
80.5085

RandomForests
52.5424

LibSVM
72.0339

SMO
52.5424

KINECT2

75.4237

-

71.1864

-

Notes. Table entries are accuracies expressed as a percentage.
Values below chance level (50%) are not presented.
TABLE III
THE ACCURACY OF RECOGNIZING HAPPY AND NEUTRAL

NaiveBayes RandomForests LibSVM SMO
79.6610
51.6949
77.9661
KINECT1
61.8644
51.6949
52.5414
KINECT2
Notes. Table entries are accuracies expressed as a percentage.
Values below chance level (50%) are not presented

IV.
RESULTS
An interface for the Intelligent Attendance
System was created. Using the interface, images
of individual people are recorded and stored in a
training data set. At the same time, their
information is stored in the database. Finally,
images of individual persons are tracked and
recognized.

Fig. 5.Webcam capturing the image.
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Fig. 6.Attendance showing mark in csv file.

A. Self-reports of emotional states

In the current study, emotional states on 10point scales were used to estimate the effect of
emotional priming. As shown in Table 1, for both
anger and happiness priming, AP (post-priming) I
and APII emotional state ratings were higher than
BP (pre-priming). A paired samples t test (by
SPSS 15.0) showed that: for anger activation, preactivation anger ratings were significantly lower
than API (t [58] = 18.98, p < 0.001) and APII (t
[58] = 14.52, p < 0.001); for happiness priming,
prepriming ratings of happiness were also
significantly lower than API (t [58] = 10.31, p
< .001) and APII (t [58] = 7.99, p < .001). These
results indicated that both anger and happiness
priming successfully induced changes in
emotional state along the corresponding
dimension. In the first round of the experiment,
participants generally experienced more anger
when walking after the video than before the
video, and the same happened for happiness in the
second round of the experiment.
TABLE IIV
THE ACCURACY OF RECOGNIZING ANGRY AND HAPPY

KINECT1
KINECT2

NaiveBayes
52.5424
-

RandomForests
55.0847
51.6949

LibSVM
-

SMO
51.6949
50.8475

Notes. Table entries are accuracies expressed as a percentage.
Values below chance level (50%) are not presented.

B. The recognition of primed emotional states and neutral
state

The accuracy of the classifier was the
proportion of correctly classified cases in the test
set. Table 2 shows the accuracy of each classifier
in recognizing angry and neutral. The results from
the data captured by the two Kinect cameras were
ISSN: 2581-7175

presented separately. With the NaiveBayes and
LibSVM classifiers, the computational model was
able to recognize anger with relatively high
accuracy, especially for NaiveBayes. Table 3
shows the accuracy of each classifier in
recognizing happy and neutral. NaiveBayes and
LibSVM, especially the former, also performed
better than the other two classifiers. The accuracy
can be up to 80% for both angry state recognition
and happy state recognition. There were
consistent differences between KINECT1 and
KINECT2 results: accuracy using data recorded
by KINECT1 was better than KINECT2.
C. The recognition of angry and happy

While the recognition accuracy of the prime
states and the neutral state was quite high, the
performance of the same classifiers in
distinguishing between the angry and happy states
was not ideal. As Table 4 shows, the highest that
came from random forests was only around 55%.
In general, the recognition accuracy of these
computational models in the current study did not
appear to be well above chance. The results from
the KINECT1 data also seemed slightly better
than the results from KINECT2.
V. DISCUSSION
Our results partially supported the hypothesis
stated at the end of the Introduction: the emotional
states of pedestrians (such as happiness and anger)
could be reflected in their gaits recorded by
Kinect in the form of coordinates of the main
joints of the body, and the states could be
recognized using machine learning methods.
Participants' self-reports indicated that emotion
priming in the current study successfully achieved
the expected effect: participants walked in an
angrier emotional state than before anger
activation and walked in a happier emotional state
than before happiness activation. In fact, the
emotional state during walking before the
activation in the study could be considered neutral,
representing the "normal state" of the participant,
since we did not exert any influence. Thus, the
present results could be seen as differentiating the
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angry/happy condition from the neutral condition
based only on the gait data recorded by the Kinect.
These results also demonstrated the feasibility
of recognizing emotional states through walking
with the help of low-cost portable Kinect cameras.
Although some gait characteristics, such as arm
swing rate, stride length, and gait speed, have
been found to reflect a walker's emotional state
(Montepare, Goldstein, & Clausen, 1987), it is not
surprising that accurate judgments of emotional
state are made automatically based on these
isolated the indicators could be difficult for a
computer and even for human observers if the
intensity of the target emotion was minute. The
recognition method in our study did not depend
on several certain emotionally relevant indices of
body movements, but used continuous dynamic
walking information in the form of 3D
coordinates. Machine learning made full use of
these low-level features, and the high recognition
accuracy of some common classifiers implied the
validity of the method. In fact, the low-level
features used in this study were not exclusive to
walking, and there was great potential for using
this method in emotion recognition using other
types of body movements.
However, in the current study, we did not
distinguish very well between the two primary
emotional states, anger and happiness. Basically,
there were two possible reasons. First,
experimentally induced anger and happiness may
be relatively mild and appear similar when
reflected in walking. In previous studies,
participants were often required to recall a past
situation or imagine a situation associated with a
certain affect while walking (Roether et al., 2009;
Gross, Crane & Fredrickson, 2012), and the
emotional states induced may be relatively
stronger than in our study. As highly arousing
emotions, both anger and happiness share some
similar kinematic characteristics (Gross, Crane &
Fredrickson, 2012), which also makes it difficult
to distinguish each other using computational
models. Second, it was also possible that the
difference between anger and happiness was
already manifested in walking, but the feature
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extraction model training methods were not
sensitive enough to take advantage of it.
Considering evidence from other reports of a
difference in gait characteristics between angry
and happy states (Montepare, Goldstein &
Clausen, 1987; Roether et al., 2009; Gross, Crane
& Fredrickson, 2012), other optimized
computational methods may be valid to
distinguish these minute but distinct emotional
states.
Although the current method can only
recognize induced emotions and neutral states, it
has the potential to bring benefits in application.
The automatically recognized state of emotional
arousal could, together with other information, be
a valuable resource for decision-making. For
example, if emotional arousal were detected in a
person diagnosed with major depressive disorder,
it would likely be an indicator of a negative mood
episode. Another example could be the practice of
security personnel in detecting hostility or fraud.
In this situation, with some background
knowledge, automatic detection of an unusual
state of emotional arousal from the target would
be a meaningful cue for the observer to alleviate
information overload and reduce erroneous
judgments, even if the emotion type of that
arousal is not precisely determined. Compared to
asking participants to act with certain emotions
while walking (Westermann, Stahl & Hesse,
1996), the walking of the participants in our study
was more common in everyday life, which
increased the applicability of our method. In
addition, one Kinect camera was able to track up
to six individual body movements, making it
easier to monitor and analyze the effects on
emotional social interactions between individuals.
Since emotional features of mental disorders have
often appeared in the interpersonal interaction
setting (Premkumar et al., 2013; Premkumar et al.,
2015), using Kinect data to recognize affect may
have even more practical value than other
methods.
This study still had some limitations. There was
a consistent difference in data quality between the
two Kinect cameras, possibly indicating that we
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did not perfectly control the illumination intensity
of our experimental environment. To make the
experimental conditions as close as possible to the
natural state, we used the natural emotional state
before activation as a baseline without any
manipulation, so that the baseline was only
“approximately” neutral and could vary between
participants. Despite these limitations, this study
demonstrates a feasible method for automatic
recognition of emotional states from walking
using portable, low-cost Kinect cameras with
great potential for practical value. It would be
worthwhile for future studies to improve this
method to increase the effectiveness of
distinguishing certain types of affect. In our study,
the extraction of low-level features from gait was
indiscriminate. Indeed, it has been found that
different aspects of gait patterns may relate to
certain dimensions of emotion (such as level of
arousal or valence) to varying degrees (Pollick et
al., 2001). So, a possible strategy in future study
could be to add some features designed based on
the characteristics of the target emotion, to better
utilize the features in model training.
A. Appendix. The preprocessing and feature extraction of
data
1) The description of one frame data:One frame gait
data, after selecting 14 joints, can be expressed by a 42
dimension vector:
j = x ,y ,z ,x ,y ,z ,…,x ,y ,z
(1)
2) The description of the data of one record:One record
could be expressed by the ∗ 42 matrix, with , ,..., ,...,
as 42 dimension vectors describing each frame:
J = j ,j ,…,j ,…,j
(2)
3) The process of coordinate system transformation:In
one frame data , the first three columns were the 3dimension coordinates of the spinebase joint, so the
coordinate transformation was conducted by:
= −
= −
= −
!1 ≤ # ≤ , 2 ≤ $ ≤ 14)(3)
4) The process of sliding window gauss filtering:The
process of filtering was conducted as follow:
=
, % , % , %& , % ∙ (
=
, % , % , %& , % ∙ (
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=
,
!1 ≤ # ≤

%

, % , %& , % ∙ (
− 4,1 ≤ $ ≤ 14)(4)

5) The process of differential operation:To obtain the
changes of 3-dimension position of 14 joints between each
frame, the differential operation is conducted by:
j ) = j − j ) !2 ≤ t ≤ T)(5)

6) The process of data segmentation:One record was
divided into several front segments and back segments. If
one record - contained . front segments and m back
segments, it could be described as a series of matrices as
follow. Each matrix had 42 columns, but may have different
counts of rows, because each segment may contain different
number of frames:
Front 4 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n =
/Back , 1 ≤ j ≤ m.(6)
:
7) The process of feature extraction-:We ran Fourier
transformation to acquire features of each ?@A.# and BC(D ,
obtaining the main frequencies E , E , … , E and the
corresponding phases F , F , … , F for each segment. The
averages of . front segments and G back segments of a
single
record
were
calculated
separately,
obtaining?HC#I@HJKLM and ?HC#I@HNOPQ of each record:
FeatureTUVW = ∑W4Yf 4 , f 4 , … , f 4 , φ4 , φ4 , … , φ4 \
W
(7)
Feature]^_` = ∑a
Yf 4 , f 4 , … , f 4 , φ4 , φ4 , … , φ4 \
a 4
(8)
FeatureTUVW &Feature]^_` of each record contained 84
features respectively, and the complete feature matrix
Feature of each record was the combination of
FeatureTUVW and Feature]^_` , containing 168 features:
Feature = FeatureTUVW , Feature]^_`
(9)

VI.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the most productive
OpenCV face recognition method available for
attendance system. The system was implemented
using the LBPH algorithm. Therefore, LBPH is
the most authentic and competent face recognition
algorithm found in OpenCV for adequate
identification and attendance marking using proxy
avoidance. In this post, we discussed how to
create a face recognition system using the
face_recognition library and created an attendance
system. You can further design the GUI using
Tkinter or Pyqt for the facial recognition
attendance system. Various experiments have also
been conducted to study emotion recognition
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using kinect motion capture data of human
walking.
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